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FOREWORD
Celebrating the Role of Women in Peacebuilding

Bhola Prasad Dahal, PhD
Country Director
Search for Common Ground – Nepal

Nepal morphs towards a peaceful, inclusive and democratic system after manifold
socio-political changes. In this quest of establishing democracy, we have witnessed unflagging
determination from the people who strived for peace, justice, equality, and opportunity. In our
quest for change, the women have always been the connectors, and their role in spearheading
the voice of peace is celebrated. Women’s role in socio-political transformation is pivotal, and
their contribution in championing change has been acknowledged globally. However, women
in Nepal still face massive disparities. More alarming is the situation of women who were
directly and indirectly affected by the conflict, as their role in decision-making level is often
challenged and curbed.
The story booklet, ‘CELEBRATING CHANGEMAKERS’ published under the “Strengthening
Implementation of the Women, Peace and Security Agenda in Nepal” (SIWPSAN) spearheaded
by UN Women with funding support from the Government of Finland features twelve
inspiring stories of former women combatants, and women affected by armed conflict. Their
stories echoes the tale of exploitation, exclusion, discrimination, and the struggle for social
reintegration. Personal stories of hope, courage, and entrepreneurship pedestals the fact that,
women if provided with information and knowledge about their rights can indeed break the
cycle of discrimination. The case studies also provides evidences that localized orientation of
UN Security Council Resolution 1325 and 1820 empowers women into becoming social change
agents. Therefore, it is our responsibility to partner with the government to ensure prevention,
protection, and participation of women - directly and indirectly affected by armed conflict
through various policies and programs at all levels.
Search for Common Ground – Nepal would like to thank UN Women for their constructive
suggestions and insights during the development of the story booklet. Through this story
booklet, we would also like to acknowledge the women leaders and local champions who
have meaningfully contributed in ensuring the role of women in stigma minimization, conflict
resolution, peacebuilding, and participation in democratic discourses.
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"I vividly remember the armed conflict. We used to walk for days
on an empty stomach to fight battles. I used to suck on flower
nectar to feed myself," recalls Dambara Joshi, 22, a former Maoist
combatant. Dambara did not join the People's Liberation Army
(PLA) by choice. Her family was inclined towards Maoist ideology
and, as a result, had to face severe scrutiny from the Royal Nepal
Army. The constant inspection and investigation by the army
mentally traumatized Dambara, and she joined the PLA to escape
the daily stress.

DAMBARA JOSHI

TALE OF A
GUERILLA SOLDIER
Photo - SFCG Nepal

Dambara is a fine example of women power. She battled with social stigma attached
to her involvement in the People's Liberation Army (PLA) by actively participating in
local decision-making processes.

" I left home to escape the scrutiny of the army. But, things were
not different inside the Maoist camp. . We were forced to stay
vigilant and were told not to trust anyone. Life became more
uncertain," shares Dambara. She married inside the camp and
started to accept her fate as a Maoist combatant. After the peace
accord, both Dambara and her husband decided to return home.
But the attitude members of the society had towards the Maoists
threatened their existence. "There was little trust and people used
to look at us with suspicion. We were exposed to more scrutiny,"
she explains.
Frustrated by the social response towards former Maoists,
Dambara and her husband decided to migrate. With no education
and job, it was hard for her family to make ends meet. But her
hardship did not end. During the 2006 April uprising, her husband
was severely injured and became disabled. "The sky fell on me. My
husband could not walk anymore. A disabled husband and the tag
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of a Maoist; life was suffocating!" Tears brim in her eyes as she
remembers her story.
One day, she was approached by a facilitator of the Dalit Help
Society (DHS). "The facilitator told me that there was a training
about women's rights and it would be beneficial for me." In the
training she was given information about UN Resolutions 1325
(2000) and 1820 (2008), pillars of women's empowerment, laws
related to sexual and gender-based violence, and information
about women's role in various social groups. During the training,
Dambara took advantage of the unique opportunity to interact
with community leaders who exposed her to channels that could
improve her social presence. "There was no discrimination.
Everyone treated me with respect. During group activities – they
encouraged me to speak up and give presentations. For the first
time in my life, I felt valued," says Dambara.
After the training, Dambara, with the help of community
women leaders, joined the community forest group. In the
beginning, it was a struggle for her to establish herself, but
she did not give up. "Slowly and steadily, I started to interact
with members of the forest group, and made sure that they
listened to me. Initially, there was resistance from the male
members, but after a while they started listening to me,"

shares the leader-in-making. She took the lead in designing
environmentally-friendly programs for the village. Impressed
by her work in the forest consumer group, she was nominated
as the treasurer for the village irrigation committee.
Dambara’s quest for empowerment started with the training
supported by UN Women, which also imprinted upon her the
valuable lesson that 'empowerment begins with oneself.' She not
only strengthened her social network, but also participated in a
number of change-driven programs. "I supported various social
campaigns to end child marriage, the chaupadi system, polygamy,
and violence against women and girls." Reflecting back on the social
stigma that she had to face, Dambara recalls, "My involvement in
social groups and campaigns helped change people's behavior
towards me. People know me by my name and that's a seismic
change in their attitudes. Things wouldn't have changed if not for
the training." The young organizer believes that leadership is all
about representing people's voices, respecting their opinions, and
fearlessly championing causes that are beneficial for women and
girls. "One day, I will directly work for the Village Development
Committee (VDC). The seed of women's leadership has been
planted, and I will make sure our voices are heard at all levels, and
that people like me (former combatants) are treated with respect
and dignity," concludes Dambara with a smile.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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Nirmala Kumari Rijal, 30, of Dhanapa, Dhangadi is one of the
most prominent members of the Nepal Sadbhawana Party Office
in Dhangadi. She is a vocal advocate for women's empowerment
and has made it her life's work to pave the way for women's entry
into top leadership positions. "There were people in our party who
believed, women in leadership is a western manifesto. In fact,
actually it is the need of the hour," says the confident leader.

NIRMALA KUMARI RIJAL

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP IS NOT A
WESTERN MANIFESTO. IT IS THE
NEED OF THE HOUR
Photo - SFCG Nepal

Head strong Nirmala believes that "women’s empowerment cannot succeed without
the support of men.

Her story of women's empowerment starts from a very young age.
As a child she was exposed to violence. Her father used to physically
abuse her mother, who rarely fought back. Her mother’s behavior
made her question whether 'women are born to remain silent'. The
years of abuse she witnessed not only affected her mentally, but
also tainted her self-confidence. "I was afraid to talk to strangers, as
I feared they would harm me." As she grew older, the very thought
of silence haunted her. She used to engage in mental dialogues,
wondering if her life would be similar to her mother's; a life draped
in fear and silence.
As she grew older, her quest for social respect began to grow. She
joined the Nepal Sadbhawana Party as a general member. "I joined
the party to learn about empowerment, but at the time, it was an
'all men's club'. The female members were simply tokens within
meetings; they did not have a say, and their voices and opinions
were often dismissed," remembers Nirmala. She was nominated
by the party to be a member of the inter-party women's alliance

group. There she met women leaders of various
political parties. They all shared a similar story about
empowerment: "It's a fiasco, and no one listens to our
voice in the party."
So, is women's participation within the party limited
only to their physical presence? This question was
answered when Nirmala became part of a specialized
orientation program on UN Security Council Resolutions
1325 (2000) and 1820 (2008). Under the 'Strengthening
Implementation of the Women, Peace and Security
Agenda in Nepal' (SIWPSAN) project many local women
leaders were trained on meaningful participation, the
various pillars of resolutions 1325 and 1820, and the
role of women in strengthening participation, social
justice and protection. "It was a discovery for me. For
so long I had questioned my silence inside the party
office. After the SIWPSAN orientation program on
the UN resolutions on women, peace and security, I
understood that participation doesn't mean silence.
Women’s participation can only be ensured if we are
vocal about our thoughts," states Nirmala. The training
changed the way Nirmala viewed participation,
and she made it a point to teach the other women
members of her party about the resolutions and their
importance. "After the orientation program, I gathered
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all the women party members and discussed the importance
of meaningful participation to pave the way for women's
empowerment. I also taught them about resolutions 1325 and
1820, and the various pillars of participation that enriched our
stake in the decision-making process," Nirmala shares proudly.
Today, she is the chairperson of the inter-party women's
alliance. Her knowledge and articulation of women's issues has
increased drastically. "Gone are the days when women were
ordered to listen. We have learned to demand, put forward our
views, and also conduct solution-oriented dialogues. The men
in our party have started looking at us with respect." Nirmala
has not only championed the case of meaningful participation
inside her own party office, but has also successfully channeled
her knowledge and networking skills to convince the Village
Development Committee (VDC) to invest in women. She
explains, "As the chairperson of the inter-party women's
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alliance, I have collaborated with likeminded organizations
and have lobbied the Village Development Committee (VDC),
District Development Committee (DDC) and Local Development
Office (LDO) to advocate for the meaningful implementation of
gender-responsive budgets. We have also designed campaigns
on child marriage, sexual harassment and gender-friendly
toilets to safeguard girls and women.”
Thinking as a leader, Nirmala believes that 'women’s
empowerment is not possible without the support of men.'
Nepal is still a patriarchal society and it will take time for
women's leadership to be accepted. But she is confident that
the day will come soon. "Collaboration with men is important.
There should be nationwide discourse on women's issues. But
the key to empowerment and participation is to be fearless and
vocal about your rights and thoughts," concludes Nirmala, the
leader-in-making, with a smile.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal
with funding support from the Government of Finland.
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Don't ask me why I joined the People's Liberation Army (PLA). I
don't have any answer. It was a decision I made when I was in class
9. To question that decision will not help my future," says Parvati
Budayat, 26. Parvati joined the Maoist army when she was 15 years
old. She, along with her friends, were ushered from their school
to join the revolution. The adolescent mind of Parvati could not
grasp the ideas behind big terms like 'revolution', 'democracy' and
'people's movement'. "We used to listen to the group leaders as
they chanted their manifesto. We did not know what was right and
what was wrong!"

PARVATI BUDAYAT

FROM GUNS TO WOMEN’S
EMPOWERMENT
Photo - SFCG Nepal

Parvati with her son. She believes that assimilation of former Maoist soldiers is hard,
but not impossible.

There were times when she did think about leaving the rebel
army and going back home. But the news that her family was
being constantly scrutinized by the Royal Nepal Army forced her
to abandon her wish to escape. "News from home was troubling.
My family was frequently interrogated by the army because of
my involvement in the PLA." From then on, her family became
identified as a 'Family of a Maoist', which opened a gateway of
stigma and discrimination—both from the army and the villagers,
who were of the belief that she had betrayed their country.
In war she found love. "I met the man of my dreams and we got
married inside the rebel camp." But she couldn't foresee the
scrutiny that she was to face at the hands of her community. "After
the reintegration process, my husband and I decided to go back
home. But we were greeted with jibes and sneers." The society
held them responsible for the poor state of the country, many also
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blamed her for their loss of family and property. Assimilation
back into society was a utopian dream for them.
The five lakh rupees provided by the government to retired PLA
members were not enough for Parvati and her husband to jump
start their new lives as non-combatants. They decided to start a
small grocery shop, but then the tag of being 'Maowadi' (or, the
rebels) eventually forced them to close their shop. "They (the
community) boycotted our shop. We struggled to make ends
meet, and I plunged into depression."
Backward Society Education (BASE), the implementation
partner of UN Women’s 'Strengthening Implementation of
the Women, Peace and Security Agenda in Nepal' (SIWPSAN)
project, held an orientation program on UN Security Council
Resolutions 1325 (2000) and 1820 (2008). Parvati, along with
other women ex-combatants, were told about their rights and
also made aware of their influential position within society. She
crafts her understanding of Resolution 1325 in her own words:
"the Resolution is life for us. It reminded us that we were not
worthless, our choices were not wrong, and we should not be
discriminated for our choices." Parvati joined the 'women excombatant group' in her village after being influenced by the
idea that even former Maoist combatants need to be a part of
the decision-making process, and positively influence policies

and plans in their favor. She also started showing her presence
in the women’s group network in her village. "Before I used to
feel scared. I faced so much stigma that I had lost my confidence
to meet and talk to people. But after the orientation on 1325
and 1820, I realized that to keep quiet was not an option. We
need to exercise our voice and thoughts to demand positive
change," shares the former combatant.
She plans to restart her business again and fast-track her
life back to normal. The orientation program not only built
her confidence, but it also established her as an influential
person in her community. "People do not know what we went
through. Until and unless we start talking about our problems
and challenges, we will never garner their empathy." Along
with other former women combatants, Parvati has introduced
weekly sessions of informal education classes for women. They
discuss their rights, issues of violence and protection, and also
debate policies and plans that need to be formulated in the best
interests of former combatants. According to her, the weekly
sessions have been fruitful in terms of honing the participants’
knowledge of violence, participation, and ways to address legal
issues. She smiles and tells us, "Parvati is a Hindu goddess
known for her strength and empathy. I share her name, and
I am determined to echo her attributes in my work. Five years
from now, people in the society will look at me with respect."

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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Purnima B.K, 22, got married at the age of 17. Her adolescence
was dictated by her parents, her in-laws, and her husband. "I didn’t
have any choice but to listen to others make decisions about me,"
shares Purnima. She was forced to take on household chores, and
in the quest of perfecting her role as a daughter-in-law she had to
abandon her studies. "I used to cry because I was suffocated. It
was a new setting, a strange environment, no friends, and I also
had to leave my studies." At times, she used to feel like her life was
a curse. "I regretted being born a girl. I looked at my husband. He
had choices and could ask for things. But I was told not to demand
anything and to keep quiet." Silence became a part of her life.

PURNIMA B.K

FROM CHILD BRIDE TO
EMPOWERMENT
Photo - SFCG Nepal

Married at the age of 17, Purnima, through the SIWPSAN project, changed her life from
a child bride to one of the most influential change makers in Bajhang.

She used to watch a group of women gather around the nearby
Village Development Committee (VDC) every week. "The group
of women used to talk about budgets, women's issues and their
participation in local decision-making. Everything they said
sounded like Greek," shares Purnima. One day a local facilitator of
the inter-party women's alliance asked if she would be interested
to join an orientation program on UN Resolutions 1325 (2000) and
1820 (2008). "Without any hesitation, I said 'Yes.' I wanted to be
involved somewhere—because I felt worthless and it did not seem
right!"
The program, organized by the inter-party women's alliance within
the framework of the SIWPSAN project, informed the participants
about UN Resolutions 1325 and 1820, local gender-friendly budgets,

the role of women in decision-making processes, and
laws related to sexual- and gender-based violence. "For
the first time in my life, I realized that I, too, had rights,"
states Purnima with a twinkle in her eyes.
After the training, Purnima joined the consumer group
network, and later was nominated as the secretary of
the consumer road division committee. "I was extremely
shy, but the orientation program planted the seed of
confidence in me. If I did not speak for myself, no one
world support me. I wanted to prove to people that even
a 'cheli' (girl) can be a leader." The once-shy Purnima
soon became the talk of the town. She branched her
network and became a part of the inter-party women's
alliance. "I did not hesitate to put forward my views.
We used to discuss various women's issues, strategies
for forming groups, and meaningful ways to ensure the
participation of women," shares the young leader.
Purnima soon became President of the inter-party
women's alliance of Subeda VDC. She believes that
leadership can only be sustained if equality is not limited
to words, but flourishes in practice. She is an ardent
believer in action-oriented practice. Elaborating on her
thoughts, she explains, "I want women to be actionoriented. Being silent is not an option. We need to raise
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our voices, demand our rights, and understand that the key
to ensuring women's participation is collaboration between
different factions of the society."
She talks about a particular incident where she took on a
leadership role: "The women of the community used to gather
around the 'Citizen’s Awareness Center' every week to discuss
consumer rights and problems that they faced in various social
groups. There was no proper venue to host such meetings
and at times, due to excessive rain and sun, we were forced
to postpone our meetings," shares Purnima. But she did not
give up. With the support of women in their community, they
collected bricks and built a shelter. "People who did not support
us in the beginning started praising our efforts!"
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The young leader believes that 'women should not confine
themselves and they should abandon negativity'. "If you want
women to be leaders, they should not give up," opines Purnima.
She is not only active in her networks, but is also involved in
various social causes. From polio eradication drives to ending
open defecation campaigns – Purnima has devoted her life to
social causes. "My family is really surprised to see such a drastic
change in my personality. One thing that SIWPSAN taught me is
to be fearless, and demand my rights without any hesitation."
Purnima feels that women's leadership in senior positions
is not a distant dream. Positive changes can be witnessed in
society, but there is a need for programs that will enrich the
knowledge of women, and empower them even more.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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A group of women gather in the vegetable garden at Rita's house.
They eagerly wait for her to come and explain to them the benefits
of growing off-season vegetables. Rita greets them with a big smile,
and starts coaching them about off-season vegetable growing
which, according to her, 'is a revolution for farmers'. Meet Rita Devi
Chaudhary, 32, a well-known entrepreneur. She is also touted as
an expert in growing off-season vegetables. Every week villagers
and neighbors come to her for expert advice. "They respect me a
lot, and this new-found respect is inspiring," shares Chaudhary. But
things were not the same a few years ago—a broken home, the
continuous assault from her in-laws, poverty, and social stigma had
bruised Rita's self-esteem.

RITA DEVI CHAUDHARY

EVEN WOMEN CAN BE
BREADWINNERS
Photo - SFCG Nepal

Rita Devi Chaudhary, a survivor of violence and a successful entrepreneur.

"I was married at the age of 13. My husband didn't love me. We
used to fight a lot, and as we grew older things started getting
worse. Verbal and physical abuse became a part of my life and I
didn't have any option but to remain quiet." The revelation that
her husband was having an extra-marital affair dampened Rita's
spirit. Her husband distanced himself from her and their 3 yearold son. "I was left at the mercy of my in-laws who abused me and
constantly reminded me that I was worthless, and nothing more
than a servant to them," she recalls.
As the mental and physical trauma took its toll on Rita, she started
thinking of suicide. But the innocent face of her son helped her
resist pessimistic thoughts. "I knew I couldn't take the torture
anymore. So, I asked my in-laws to provide a piece of land for
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me and my son to stay on, but they denied my request." Rita
received help from her brother, and started living in a shed that
was owned by him. With no money, education, or skills, she
soon became the victim of poverty. "People started gossiping
behind my back. They questioned my character, and some even
tried to abuse me," she shares with tears in her eyes.
One day she heard about the training provided by Training
Center Nepal (TCN). She enrolled in the training program, and
for three months she learned about the cultivation of off-season
vegetables and its benefits. The program provided specialized
training on growing off-season vegetables, marketing and
negotiation, irrigation and tips on entrepreneurship, which
increased Rita's confidence to start her own agricultural
business. "I used to be involved in animal husbandry, but it was
not economically viable. After the training from TCN, I started
growing off-season vegetables." TCN, with financial support

from UN Women, provided Rita with seeds and equipment
worth 22,000 Nepali rupees. Her new business has been
running for six months, and she earns 40 to 50 thousand a
month. "I supply vegetables to the local shop. My neighbors
are happy to get fresh supplies of off-season vegetables that
are at a reasonable price, too." She plans to branch out her
business by introducing more off-season vegetables to the list,
and hiring people to support her in her business.
"People feel that only men can be breadwinners, but I have
proven them wrong. Women need the right kind of skills and
support to uplift their lives," opines the proud businesswoman.
Today, Rita Devi Chaudhary is a well-known name in Shankarpur
Village. From violence to business, she is regarded as a role
model for many women and girls who are trapped in the cycle
of violence.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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Meet Sabitra Acharya, 23, a confident business woman who runs a
beauty parlor in Musariya, Kailali. She explains that in many ways
her life is like a soap opera. "I got married at the age of 17 to a
former Maoist combatant. I married him because I loved him – but
love comes at a cost," she laments. Her community ostracized her
for getting married to a Maoist, and called her a 'traitor'. "From
Sabitra – I became a 'Maowadi' wife. People started looking at me
differently, and it suffocated me." Her husband, a former Maoist
combatant, invested his youth in the people's movement. With no
education or specialized skills, he struggled to provide the basic
necessities for Sabitra and their son. "He only knew politics, and
politics couldn’t fill our stomachs." It was poverty that scared her.
She abandoned her studies, which she couldn't afford anymore.
SABITRA ACHARYA

SABITRA'S QUEST FOR EQUALITY
Photo - SFCG Nepal

Sabitra believes that “economic independence fetches respect from society.”

Her eyes moistens, as she narrates an event that made her feel
suicidal. "My son was 6 months old, and he was extremely sick. I
didn't have money to take him to the hospital. I cried and begged
my neighbors to help me. But I was greeted with sneers and jibes.
They said, "You are a Maowadi's wife – you have money for sure,
so why beg." I was forced to sell my gold earrings – a gift from
my mother." The society was against her, so were her in-laws. Her
in-laws constantly attacked her, and blamed her for her husband's
non-commitment towards family life. Her distressing situation
garnered no sympathy from her husband, who used to vanish
without any notice. Leaving Sabitra and her son to struggle to feed
themselves. Suicidal tendencies and psychological break downs

became a regular ordeal. The five lakh rupees provided
by the government to former Maoist combatants was not
sufficient to wheel their poverty stricken life of prosperity.
"Poverty made me more negative towards life, and I had
given up on life. But miraculously, I was introduced to a skill
building training organized by Training Center Nepal (TCN),
supported by UNWOMEN."
Training Center Nepal (TCN), with financial support from
UN Women, organized a skill-building training for women
affected by conflict. Organized within the framework of the
'Strengthening Implementation of the Women, Peace and
Security Agenda in Nepal' (SIWPSAN) project, the program
provided skill-building training to conflict-affected women
of the Musariya village in Kailali, like Sabitra. "I, along with
13 other conflict-affected women received beautician
training. After the completion of the 3-month course, we
were provided with 22,000 rupees worth of products to
start our own beauty parlor," says Sabitra. When she first
started her own beauty parlor, she was met with resistance
from the community. However, the training taught Sabitra
a valuable lesson: 'economic freedom brings respect and
space in the society.' Initially, only a handful of customers
visited her parlor for threading, waxing and haircuts. But
slowly, the women in the village started talking about Sabitra
and praised her for her specialized beautician skills. "I don't
even have time to I love, and whenever there is a big event

in our community, the women come to me for make-up. They trust
my skills," shares the proud entrepreneur. Today, Sabitra earns more
than 50,000 rupees every month. She has also opened a bank account
where she deposits money on a daily basis. Her in-laws, who used to
verbally abuse her, have displayed signs of increased respect. "Now
that I have started earning money they call me regularly. They also
seek my advice in household matters." Her husband, who distanced
himself from her, has also returned. "He is still unemployed, but he
has started helping me out with the shop which is enough for me,"
says Sabitra.
The people in her village who used to stigmatize Sabitra have started
involving her in social events. She is also an active member of the local
women's group network. "I would be struggling with my life, if not
for the training provided by TCN and UN Women. The training made
me more positive and determined to live independently. I have come
to realize that I am not weak and I have the potential to change the
way people see me." Sabitra is planning to revamp her beautician
business, and she wants to open another beauty parlor in the nearby
village. She has also recruited a staff member and plans to provide
beautician training to other women in her village. "Being a conflictaffected woman, I was limited by social stigma, but I don't want other
people like me to go through a similar situation," opines the confident
businesswoman.
This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN
project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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Sita Sodhari, 30, was 16 years old when she joined the People's
Liberation Army. She had hoped for change—drastic change for
herself and for the country. She made many sacrifices to fulfill her
vision of a brighter tomorrow. "I gave up my studies, my family,
and most importantly I invested eight summers of my life. But now,
after so many years, I regret my decision," says Sodhari, wistfully.
Sita and her husband, who was also a Maoist combatant, took
voluntary retirement and accepted the rehabilitation package
provided by the government. "The money given by the government
was not enough. We bought a plot of land, but we struggled to
sustain ourselves."

SITA SODHARI

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST
Photo - SFCG Nepal

Sita Sodhari, a former Maoist combatant, enjoys her new-found identity as
an entrepreneur.

Yet the economic struggle was nothing compared to the hardship
the Sodhari family had to face at the hands of their community.
"If we had belonged to the Nepal Army the society would have
celebrated our return, but it was the opposite." Villagers shunned
Sita and her family from community events and barred their
involvement in various decision-making platforms. "We were
told to keep our distance because we were Maowadis (Maoist).
People thought we were violent, corrupt, and we did not have
any moral values." The backlash from her community frustrated
her. Her husband decided to travel abroad to support the family
and went to Malaysia for work. "There's a photo of me and my
husband during the insurgency period. We used to take pride in our
involvement in the PLA. But after going through so much stigma,
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I hid the photo away from the public glare." Her eyes well up
as she carefully unwraps a photo of her and her husband in
full military gear. While interacting with one of her friends,
Sita came to know about the skill-building training provided
by Training Center Nepal (TCN) with support from UN Women.
She enrolled in a 3-month beautician course. "Before, I did not
have the skills to even break rocks and feed my family. But the
3-month beautician training provided me with entrepreneurial
skills which also revived my confidence." With the 22,000
rupees worth of beauty products provided by TCN, Sita started
her own beauty parlor in her house. "There was resistance at
the beginning. But slowly, customers started coming to my
parlor," shares Sita. The opening of the beauty parlor also
helped Sita gain new recognition. People in her village started
appreciating her work and they also started including her
in local conversations. "Nowadays, people call me Sita—the
beautician," she shares with a smile.

Sita believes that 'economic freedom is the answer to all
social discrimination.' She earns more than 15,000 rupees
every month and has started saving money in the local bank.
She has enrolled her two children in the local school with
the money she earns from the shop. "Initially, I had this fear
that the business would fail. However, the knowledge and
skills provided by the training helped restore my faith in
myself." She believes that the struggle to assimilate back into
society still exists, but the way people view her has changed.
"I can sense empathy in people. Rehabilitation of Maoists
into society has always been a challenge. Nonetheless,
if organizations like UN Women and TCN provide skillbuilding trainings to the most vulnerable groups, then we
can definitely fight our own battles," states the confident
entrepreneur. Sita dreams of an ideal world where the
former Maoists are not treated differently, but are looked
upon as role models in the community.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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Kalpana Kathayat, 26, married into a pro-Maoist family. Her
husband was an ardent supporter of the Maoist ideology. "My
husband used to speak passionately about the Maoist, and their
ideology. I was mighty impressed by his dedication towards the
party." But support towards the rebel army comes with a cost.
Her family's support for the then rebel group became a reason for
state scrutiny. "The then Royal Nepal Army ransacked our house,
abused my father-in-law and threatened us of dire consequences if
we continued to support the Maoists," recalls, Kalpana with tears
in her eyes.

KALPANA KATHAYAT

STORIES OF HOPE
AND EMPOWERMENT
Photo - SFCG Nepal

SIWPSAN made me realize that when women are provided a platform to
share, we should use the platform to its maximum.

"My family's inclination towards the Maoist party was a curse for
us. My family was boycotted from family events, and we had to face
the jibes of the society." She narrates how her neighbor who were
pro-congress used to advocate to stigmatize them. "Uttara who
was my age was the daughter-in-law of my neighbors. Difference
in political ideology caused a greater feud between our families,"
shares, Kalpana. Things became worse when the Maoist burnt their
house. "After that incident, Uttara and her family accused me and
my family for the wrath that had befallen them." Kalpana and her
family were accused of bringing ill-fate to the village. They were
boycotted from social events, and were treated as untouchables.
After the Comprehensive Peace Accord (CPA) the situation started
to change. Kalpana joined the Conflict Affected Women's Group
(CAWG) that was formed by SIWPSAN, and there she met with
many survivors of war. She also met Uttara her neighbor in the
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meeting. "I was happy to see her. Initially we did not speak to each other,
but then we both realized that we both were victims of war, and war
breeds misunderstanding and mistrust." In the conflict affected women's
group meeting, Kalpana, along with the other conflict affected women
discussed about strategies to amplify the concerns and problems of
survivors of war. They held discussions about livelihood challenges,
increasing the stake of conflict affected women in decision making
process, and pressing issues of women that hindered their holistic wellbeing and growth.
Today, Kalpana isa member of ward citizen forum, local savings group,
mothers group, and consumers group. "SIWPSAN made me realize
that when women are provided a platform to share, we should use the
platform to its maximum. The CAWG not only helped me reconcile with
my neighbor and the society, but also helped us address many problems
in a collaborative manner." Kalpana believes that the society is still
reluctant to forget the wounds of the past, and embrace the people who
stood in different ideological lines. "As a conflict affected woman I can
empathize with people. If we contribute in the development of society,
thenthe society will not only recognize our worth, but also champion our
quest of reconciliation in the society," shares Kalpana with a spark of
hope in her eyes.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project.
The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding support from the
Government of Finland.
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The silent hills of Doti echoes tales of bravery and survival. During
the 10 years long civil unrest, Doti was smeared in human rights
violation, and the draconian act committed by both the then
Royal Nepal Army and the Maoists. Lalita Devi Khadka, 39, vividly
remembers the trauma that she and her family had to go through
during the dark days of the war. "We used to sell alcohol to make
ends meet. But one day the Maoists came to our shop, broke all
the alcohol bottles, and started beating my husband. I couldn't do
anything. I just sat in the corner and cried aloud," shares Lalita. The
Maoist accused the Khadka family of being close to the army, and
also demanded heavy donations from them. "We were devastated.
We faced heavy losses because of the vandalism, and then, we
were accused of being loyal to the then authority."
LALITA DEVI KHADKA

FROM FEAR TO EMPOWERMENT
Photo - Creative Development Society, Doti

A visionary leader who wants to transform her society.

The Khadka family were victims of dual torture. On one hand,
the Maoist scrutinized their mobility, whereas, on the other hand
the then Royal Nepal Army interrogated her family members on
suspicion of being close to the Maoist. With tears in her eyes, Lalita
shares, "It was too much for us. We were treated so inhumanly.
The fear of losing our sanity was the reason why we fled to the
district headquarters." But fate was not kind to her family, as her
husband was brutally beaten up by the police on suspicion of
being a Maoist. "We were not safe anywhere!" exclaims Lalita. The
Khadka family decided to live a low-key life, which also affected
their social interaction.

But things gradually changed after the Comprehensive
Peace Accord (CPA), Lalita and her family started
interacting with the survivors of the conflict. She
started to realize that the war had not only affected
her, but had displaced many families like hers. She
later joined the Conflict Affected Women's Group
(CAWG). The group members narrated tales of
violence, trauma, and stigmatization. "After joining
the group, I understood that what we went through
during the war was situational. But then, lamenting
the past will not help us. We have to move on. That's
when I decided to speak up, garner support from
the society for the well-being of the survivors of the
conflict," shares Lalita with a twinkle in her eyes.
Lalita, along with the other survivors of conflict
were provided specialized training on UNSCRs 1325
and 1820. She jokingly mentions, "At first I thought
1325 and 1820 were numbered plates of vehicles."
She laughs at the very thought and continues, "But
later, after the training I understood that the UN
resolution safeguards our rights, and paves way to
increase our stake in the decision making process.
The UN resolution for me is a strong foundation that
enables us to identify our potentials and remodel
us into leaders." Lalita believes that the training not
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only informed her about her rights, but also helped restore her
self-confidence. "I used to dread talking to people, I couldn't
even tell the doctor what was wrong with me when I used to
be sick. But after being a part of the SIWPSAN project, I have
realized a new found confidence in me. There's no fear, but an
unquenched thirst to prove myself."
The cloak of social fear has melted, and Lalita has taken a step
forward to establish herself in the society. She is currently
the President of the local mother’s group and the founding
member of the savings group initiated to cater to the wellbeing of the conflict affected women. Her refined decision
making and advocacy skills were recognized by the members
of the group. She also took lead to aware local women about
gender responsive budget, and was one of the leading voices
advocating for the same in the Village Development Committee
(VDC). We successfully advocated for gender responsive
budget, and were able to impress upon the government

officials the vital need to include women - especially survivors
of violence in the local decision making process," proudly
narrates the empowered leader.
When asked about her dream, Lalita expresses: "I want to
change the face of Doti. Our village has been crippled by the
conflict and there is a suffocating gender divide. I want all
women to be empowered like me, I want them to narrate their
success stories, and this can materialize if we strongly advocate
for a meaningful role of women in the society." Women
leadership might not be a distant dream, but Lalita feels that
this dream can only be achieved if women around the country
are united, and if they stop undermining their leadership skills.
"I will continually strive to advocate for women's right and their
participation," concludes Lalita, the brave leader of Doti who
not only defied her fear, but has become a beacon of hope for
many women in her community.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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RAMA JOSHI

TALES OF WAR AND PEACE
Photo - Dalit Help Society Nepal

The training on UNSCR 1325 and 1820 made me realize that we too have rights,
and no one had the power to abuse and discriminate us.
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The 10 years civil war in the country has torn apart many
households, and scarred many lives. Hopes that were planted saw
draught when promises were not fulfilled, and rays of hope of a
better tomorrow was dimmed when victory was cloaked in the
blanket of stigma and discrimination. Rama Joshi, 38, a former
Maoist combatant narrates a dire story about the situation of
women combatants after the war. "I joined the People's Liberation
Army (PLA) with the hope that one day we would be free, and
would have the power to decide for ourselves," shares Rama. But
after years of fighting, she realized how futile war was, as the only
thing she could witness was fear and the growing demand for
peace. "After the Comprehensive Peace Accord (CPA), I thought
life would be normal. Peace was achieved, and there was no fear."
Little did she know that the battles of the gun were over, but her
battle with the society had just started.
Rama married a former combatant who she met during the war.
Both of them decided to return to their village with the impression
that they would be accepted with open arms. But what awaited
them destroyed the confidence that they had. "People cursed us,
they looked at us with disgust, and some even demanded for our
banishment from the village – we were treated as untouchables,"
shares Rama with pain in her voice. She and her family were
cornered, and the kangaroo court society abused them verbally,
and decided to disown them. "Nanda – who was my neighbor
was the voice behind our social embarrassment. She advocated
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to boycott all former Maoist combatants from
all social events. She was a victim of war, and
her property was damaged by the Maoists.
This was her reason for the immense hatred
towards us."
But Rama did not give up, as a former fighter, she
decided to wait patiently and work to change
the negative attitude towards the positive.
She, along with the other conflict affected
women took part in a training organized by
the SIWPSAN project. "The training on UNSCR
1325 and 1820 made me realize that we too
have rights, and no one had the power to
abuse and discriminate us," explains Rama.
She, along with her friends learned more
about women leadership, the importance of
women's participation in decision making,
and addressing post-war grievances for lasting
peace and solution. The training not only
empowered her with new knowledge, but
was also a step towards a budding friendship
with her nemesis, Nanda. "Nanda, who used
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to champion the cause of boycotting us in
society was also a part of the training. During
the training we listened to each other's story,
and started empathizing with each other."
She claims that people affected by war need
a platform to communicate with each other to
address grievances and differences.
Rama is a part of various social forums, and
she believes in the active and meaningful
participation of women. According to her,
women leadership can only transpire if
women support women, and there's a culture
of encouragement for all. Social reintegration
is still a struggle in many parts of Bajhang, but
Rama believes that communication is the key.
"What I learned during the SIWPSAN project
is to share your stories without fear, and
make sure that other's listen to your stories.
Empathy is the key to solving problems, and
empathy is the bridge for reconciliation,"
shares the former guerrilla soldier with a
twinkle in her eyes.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being
implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding support from the Government of Finland.
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Satya Devi Khadka, 26, hails from the hills of Doti. In her tailoring
shop, the rhythmic sound of the sewing machine dominates the
environment. She looks up at us, and smiles, "One thing I have
realized in life is – if you are poor that's not your fate, your fate is
to change poverty to prosperity," shares the young entrepreneur.
Satya narrates her story, which according to her is not a celebration.
She had to battle with extreme poverty, and had to face the wrath
of conflict. During the 10 years of insurgency, her family was
tortured by the Maoist army. They used to barge in at night, and
treat them inhumanly. There was this one incident when a group
of Maoist entered the house and started beating her father-in-law.
The reason, the Maoist were offended when her father-in-law said
there wasn't enough food to feed the Maoist cadres.
SATYA DEVI KHADKA

FROM POVERTY TO
ECONOMIC FREEDOM
Photo - Creative Development Society, Doti

If I had not been a part of the SIWPSAN project I would have not realized the
entrepreneur inside me. Such trainings help to change lives.

Her family also had to go through the endless interrogation of
the Nepal Army. "The Maoist used to torture us at night, and the
Nepal Army used to torture us with their questions during the
day." Satya's father-in-law couldn't tolerate the vicious circle of
fear from the rebels and the state. So, he decided to migrate to
India. "Things became worse after my father-in-law left us. He was
the only breadwinner of the family," shares Satya. After consistent
coaxing, Satya's husband agreed to look for employment in India.
There was grim hope that things would change so fast. As predicted
her husband did go to India, but he didn't get a good job. The
repercussions – her husband didn't send any money back home.
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"I found out that I was pregnant, but I didn't have any money
for regular check-ups. During the time of delivery, I didn’t have
money to properly feed myself. All I had was corn."
A year after her pregnancy, Satya came to know about the
sewing training being provided by Training Centre Nepal (TCN),
with financial support from UNWOMEN SIWPSAN project.
She enrolled in the sewing training program, and learnt basic
entrepreneur skills from trainers. "I love sewing and the training
also helped heal my self-confidence," Satya shares with a smile.
Satya established her own tailoring business in Sanagaun
village. "I knew that it would be a herculean task to lure people
to my shop, that's why I also started selling groceries outside
the tailoring shop." Slowly her business started garnering
momentum. "I realized that my business did not only help
me monetarily, but also helped regain my self-confidence,
which was tainted during the conflict," opines the proud

entrepreneur. She not only became economically empowered,
but also started advocating about economic empowerment
in her group comprising of people affected by conflict. "I am
busy with my work at the tailoring shop, but I also make it a
point to visit the conflict affected women's group to share my
thoughts. I believe sharing my story of poverty and economic
empowerment will help those women," explains Satya.
After hearing narrations of his wife's successful venture, her
husband returned to her. "My husband helps me out with the
shop. He also takes care of our son”. She successfully paid off
the loan that she had taken to start her business. Satya plans to
upscale her business. "Revolution doesn't happen overnight,"
shares the proud entrepreneur, "If I had not been a part of the
SIWPSAN project I would have not realized the entrepreneur
inside me. Such trainings help to change lives."

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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There's little that she recalls of her past. "I remember that there
wasn't much food to eat, and I used to cry a lot demanding for
good food and clothes," Shanti Nepali, 30, reminisces. "Poverty is
what I remember, and my adolescence was spent with the thought
of overcoming poverty." For Shanti, who came from a poor and
marginalized family the very thought of social change was pure
euphoria. "I was 16 years old when I first heard about the Maoist
revolution," shares Shanti. "Freedom was alluring, so was the
thought of being economically independent." The manifestos of
leadership, participation, social and economic prosperity that were
sold to Shanti and her friends were the reason for their enrollment
in the then People's Liberation Army (PLA).

SHANTI NEPALI

JOURNEY OF A SOLDIER
Photo - UN Women Nepal

There has been a tectonic shift in the way people view me. I am regarded as
a successful business person, and my past doesn't haunt my present anymore.

The war changed the politics of the country, but then it was a
barren path for Shanti. She took voluntary retirement and decided
to return to her village. "I had invested my youth to change the
society, to fight for democracy and justice. But the reintegration
process took a toll on me. I wasn't sure of my future. Thus, I
decided to take the silent path. I took the retirement package, and
moved to my village," shares the grief-stricken former combatant.
She expected a celebration back home, but to her shock her family
members distanced themselves from her, and as a reward she was
greeted by the jeers and jibes of her villagers. "People looked at
me suspiciously and taunted me of being a Maoist. That's when I
realized that my sacrifice for my country was an unsung narration."
The tables of fate did not turn for Shanti, as she soon became a
victim of poverty. The money that she received in the voluntary

retirement package was not sufficient enough to
sustain her living.
"I was in the bleak of frustration, and negative thoughts
caged my self-esteem. That's when one of my friends
introduced me to the vocational training conducted
by Training Center Nepal (TCN)." Shanti, along with
other former combatant women attended a three
month specialized course on off-seasonal vegetables.
In the training supported by UNWOMEN, Shanti was
introduced to the world of entrepreneurship. She
not only learned the basics of growing off-seasonal
vegetables, but was provided with critical business
marketing skills. "The training made me realize the
potential that the agriculture sector had in bolstering
our economic condition. For the first time in my life,
I was sure of what I was going to do with my life,"
shares Shanti with a smile.
Shanti leased a patch of land and started growing
both seasonal and off-seasonal vegetables. "It was a
struggle at first, but then with the support from my
family and friends I was soon able to grow vegetables to
cater to the market demand," explains the combatant
turned entrepreneur. In less than six months, Shanti's
small scale agriculture business became a profitable
venture. "I started earning 60 to 70 thousand rupees
a month. The return of my hard work has made me

determined to expand my business," shares the proud entrepreneur.
The success that Shanti garnered from her business also helped mend
social ties. The people who regarded her as an outcast because of her
association with the former People's Liberation Party have started
including her in social events. "There has been a tectonic shift in the
way people view me. I am regarded as a successful business person,
and my past doesn't haunt my present anymore." Shanti takes a
moment to review her journey as a soldier to becoming a successful
entrepreneur. She credits UNWOMEN SIWPSAN project for the drastic
change in her life, and believes that the skill building training not only
helps heal the wound of war, but also inspires survivors of war to live
a respectful life, far from stigma and discrimination.

This case study was developed by SFCG within the framework of the SIWPSAN project. The project is being implemented by UN Women Nepal with funding
support from the Government of Finland.
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